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Compliance
At AerCap, we hold our employees to the highest ethical and professional standards. Employee behaviour 
is governed by the AerCap Code of Conduct, which outlines operational standards and general principles 
of ethical behaviour applicable to all AerCap employees, wherever they are in the world
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ZERO
TOLERANCE

We have zero tolerance for any ethical 
violations. Reports of suspicious 

activities can be made anonymously and 
will be thoroughly investigated. 

Disciplinary actions are taken according 
to set policy and serious offenses, if 

warranted, will be reported to relevant 
enforcement authorities without delay

Due Diligence

Economic Sanctions 
and Export Controls

Screening and Ongoing 
Monitoring

Anti-Money Laundering 
and Counter-Terrorism 

Compliance Review of 
Vendors

Whistle-Blower Policy

Insider Dealing

Antitrust Compliance

Disclosure of Lobbying 
Activity

Data Protection / GDPR
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Compliance (cont’d)
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 AerCap’s Fraud Policy defines the behaviours that are considered to be fraudulent

 AerCap’s Anti-Bribery Policy clearly defines anti-bribery measures

 AerCap’s over riding principle is bribery is always prohibited

 Policies familiarize employees with the increasingly strict legal environment and associated 
reputational risks

 Use of FCPA Map and Corruption Perception Index

 Guidelines on improper payments

 No false / fictitious book entries

 No secret / unrecorded funds

 Clear procedural guidelines and anti-bribery clauses in contracts and clear documentation trails

 Guidelines and compliance approval procedures for appropriate business gifts, travel, customer 
entertainment, and corporate hospitality events / sponsorships / donations

 Corporate political contributions, facilitation payments and cash gifts are prohibited

 Guidelines on accepting gifts are clearly laid out

Anti-Corruption and Fraud
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DUE DILIGENCE

A Know Your Customer (“KYC”) review is 
performed on new customers and a 
targeted KYC review of existing customers 
is performed using a risk-based approach.

We cross-reference a global screening 
system, E2Open, on a restricted party list.

Potential red flag events are highlighted 
with clear lines for compliance escalation.

Compliance (cont’d)
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ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING 
AND COUNTER-TERRORISM 
FINANCING 

AerCap does not allow any form of money 
laundering or terrorism financing.

Controls are in place to prevent and detect 
money laundering and terrorism financing, 
including stringent KYC reviews. No cash 
is accepted, and compliance approval is 
needed for charitable donations, etc.

Additional KYC checks are performed on 
politically exposed persons (“PEPs”).

Employees are provided with examples of 
red flags during their compliance training.

Relevant AerCap entities have registered 
with the Central Bank of Ireland for Anti-
Money Laundering purposes, underpinning 
the group’s commitment to following best 
practices in this area.

SCREENING AND 
ONGOING MONITORING

AerCap Compliance evaluates potential 
matches in the E2Open screening system 
and records decisions with a description of 
the analysis.

No transaction can be executed without the 
approval of AerCap Compliance.

The ongoing monitoring process includes 
systematic overnight screening in the 
E2Open Screening System of existing 
customers, trade partners and vendors to 
allow all existing business parties to be 
screened again against changes and updates 
to restricted party lists.
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ECONOMIC SANCTIONS 
AND EXPORT CONTROLS

AerCap identifies Prohibited Countries and 
Prohibited Persons and does not do 
business with either.

AerCap complies with export controls, 
including licensing requirements and 
sectorial sanctions.

Economic sanctions and export controls 
compliance clauses are included in our 
contracts with customers.

Compliance (cont’d)
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COMPLIANCE REVIEW OF 
VENDORS

AerCap performs reviews of all vendors prior 
to engaging them and conducts ongoing 
monitoring of existing vendors.

AerCap screens new vendors using the 
E2Open screening system.

Approval of new vendors is required prior to 
entering into any transaction.

Existing vendors are subject to a systematic 
overnight screening routine to ensure 
ongoing compliance with economic 
sanctions and export controls.

ANTITRUST 
COMPLIANCE

Employees are required to be aware of 
antitrust rules and potential limitations of 
their acts in the marketplace.

Employees are governed under AerCap’s 
Antitrust Policy, which is made available to 
all employees.

Clear compliance guidance on the type of 
interactions, conduct and agreements that 
may raise antitrust concerns is provided.

Active compliance channels for consultation 
and reporting in case of doubt or questions.
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INSIDER DEALING

Applies to all AerCap directors, employees 
and individuals who are subject to the 
influence or control of an AerCap director 
or employee.

Clearly defined applicable periods (during 
and post-employment).

Clearly listed prohibited trading activities.

All permissible trading activities are subject 
to open window periods and individual 
compliance clearance.

Annual reporting required through an 
internal system.

Compliance (cont’d)
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1. https://www.lobbying.ie/return/66037/aercap-holdings-nv
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WHISTLE-BLOWER 
POLICY

Separate formal whistle-blower policies for 
both financial and non-financial matters.

Detailed and defined scope, breaches and 
reporting procedures.

Anonymous reporting can be made via an 
independently operated toll-free hotline that is 
available 24 hours a day. 

Reported issues are fully investigated, 
escalated (if applicable), and recorded.

Any employee who reports a concern 
regarding a financial or non-financial breach 
which they reasonably believe to be true, will 
be given protection for such reporting and we 
provide all necessary protections in line with 
EU regulations.

No tolerance for any form of threat, retaliation 
or other action against a whistle-blower.

DISCLOSURE OF 
LOBBYING ACTIVITY

AerCap is required by the Irish Regulation of 
Lobbying Act 2015 to disclose any lobbying 
activity with Designated Public Officials 
(“DPOs”).

Prior approval is required for any intended 
communication with a DPO that potentially 
constitutes lobbying activity.

AerCap Compliance will disclose the key 
parameters of communication in the central 
Irish lobbying register.

In 2021, AerCap conducted lobbying activity 
related to the general aviation industry in 
response to COVID-19 and the reopening of 
transatlantic travel, and all lobbying activities 
were properly disclosed1

Any political contributions made in 2021 
were de minimis (<$3k) and disclosed in 
statutory financial statements.
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Compliance Training and Review
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Compliance is factored into employee 
reviews and promotion considerations 

All employees are required to complete 
annual online compliance training courses 

which are customized to their line of 
business. Topics are broken down into 

sessions and employees are required to 
successfully finish a quiz after each session

100%
of relevant employees 
completed training

0 INCIDENTS
There were no identified 
compliance breaches or violations 
in 2021

Compliance Training Courses include: 
 Protection of Personal Data Course
 Select Compliance Topics Courses, including: 

 Anti-Money Laundering (“AML”) / Counter Terrorist Financing
 Economic Sanctions and Export Control Regulations
 Antitrust Compliance
 U.S. Anti-Boycott Regulations
 Disclosure of Lobbying Activity

 Anti-Bribery
 Insider Trading and Market Abuse Regulations
 Code of Conduct for the Use of IT Course
 IT Security and Cybercrime Policy Course
 Cash Manager Limited MiFID & AML Training
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AerCap Tax Governance Structure

Transparent Tax Policies
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 AerCap is a Dutch incorporated company which is tax-resident in 
Ireland

 Our subsidiaries are subject to taxation in a number of 
jurisdictions, principally in Ireland and in the United States

 AerCap is committed to effective tax risk management. Our tax 
affairs are managed in line with the highest standards of 
corporate governance

 In accordance with the AerCap Code of Conduct we are 
committed to managing our tax policy with integrity and in an 
honest and responsible manner

 AerCap understands the importance of communication with tax 
authorities. We maintain an open and honest relationship with tax 
authorities. In addition, we place a strong emphasis on 
transparency, working with integrity and maintaining a 
collaborative and professional relationship with tax authorities

AerCap is committed to operating in an honest and transparent manner

AerCap Board of Directors 

Chief Financial Officer

AerCap Head of Tax

AerCap Tax Department

 AerCap’s Board of Directors has 
overall responsibility for global 
tax affairs

 The CFO is accountable to 
the Board

 The AerCap Tax Department is led 
by the Head of Tax, who reports to 
the CFO and is responsible for 
oversight of the management of 
tax risk
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Transparent Tax Policies (cont’d)
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Due to the global nature of AerCap’s operations, we are cognisant of potential risks that could arise
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 The AerCap Tax Department consists of professionals who collectively have the appropriate level of knowledge and skills to manage AerCap’s tax 
affairs and monitor tax risks across the business

 Professional advice is obtained from suitably qualified external advisers where the treatment of specific items is uncertain or complex. The policy 
prescribes compliance with all relevant laws, rules, regulations, and reporting and disclosure requirements in a manner that aligns with our tax 
policies

 AerCap is not prescriptive in terms of levels of acceptable risk. However, in accordance with our Governance framework and approach to risk 
management, AerCap’s level of acceptable risk is assessed by the Board based on the specific facts and circumstances

 Due to the cross-border nature of our business, we are cognisant of potential risks which could arise. Therefore, the AerCap Tax Department 
assists each entity within the AerCap group to actively identify, monitor and manage tax risks on an ongoing basis

 AerCap does not interpret tax laws in a manner that we believe is contrary to their intention and we do not undertake tax planning which is 
unrelated to commercial transactions
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Rigorous Internal Audit Procedures
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AerCap’s Internal Audit aims to provide assurance over risk management, controls and compliance
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Key Features Key Objectives Five-Stage Process

Authority and independence 
Dual reporting line to the Audit 
Committee and CEO 

AERCAP INTERNAL AUDIT FOLLOWS THE IIA 
FRAMEWORK OF PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

FOCUSED ON COMPLEMENTING ATTRIBUTES 
THAT MAKE AERCAP SUCCEED

Risk-based
Focus on risks to AerCap 
achieving its corporate objectives

Strong endorsement by CEO 
and other GEC members

Open and transparent 
interaction across business

Aimed at anticipating internal 
and external risks

Focus on maintaining industry 
leading quality and 
governance

Support speed of execution, 
not to create needless barriers 

Designed to underline 
importance of personal 
responsibility

INTERNAL AUDIT 
PROCESS

Planning

Preparation

Field Work

Audit 
Report

Follow-Up

Ensure continued compliance 
with SOX 404 requirements
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